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the early days of the rave scene was a time of experimentation. the birth of the software would offer a new, possible way to make and create music. we took that and have harnessed the power of the technology to give you the
means to recreate scenes from years ago and to introduce new and exciting sounds to the realm of techno music. in the early days, upcycling was the latest thing. you would turn one element of a cheap item into another, and

take items that were broken and made them into something new. its a trend that has been revived by today’s artists including benny benassi, and is captured beautifully in the video of tycho using a garbage bag as a drum. with
that in mind, we now offer a new way to work with the technology that allows you to create your own masterpiece by using the items that surround you as the canvas. its this sentiment that helped us give you this unique sound
pack. the original idea behind insomniac’s 707 east location was to create a space where we could bring people together to build community and innovate new ideas. back in the day we would throw house parties, a concept that
remains as the cornerstone of the insomniac brand. what was once a restricted space, off limits to the public was now open. we knew from the very beginning that the rave was just the beginning, and that we were on a path to
create a new genre. today, with a wider range of djs, the whole spectrum of music is taken into consideration. with this pack, the dark bass spirit remains the same; to fully immerse our attendees into the entire experience. with
this pack we have created a modern approach to the dark bass sound. the sonics of the genres are still there but have evolved, and the new packs highlight the detail. just as you can’t reinvent the wheel, you can’t start with a

house track and make it dark bass.
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this was a very big thing for me, i lost a few friends because they just wanted to see me break speakers on a plate or cause massive damage. i couldnt make enough 1’s and 2’s to fill the clubs. so i switched from straight vinyl to
doubles and i learned how to crack them. i would get up early with the light and play cd’s in the park. it’s the only place that i found raw, undisturbed and untouched. i used to go to the beach where there are no waves and listen
to technics. it sounded like the world was coming to an end, i had to have it. i started to sound more like the drum & bass i always loved. the beats were so emotional. the glue was the dancefloor and the names were jammz. it

was a rollercoaster ride and i loved it! at insomniac we are never satisfied with the status quo. we continually seek out and draw inspiration from new ideas and unique perspectives. i am grateful to the artists who have helped us
find the path to a more relevant music culture that reflects the scene at large. with each trip into the future there is the opportunity to find new friendships and deepen existing ones. those changes inform the story of all that we
have done in the past, leading us towards the next chapter. every hero is built on a foundation of infinite perseverance and that is the driving force behind the insomniac mindset. so the next chapter of the insomniac story will be
written with the conviction that no one is perfect, and that all are born for a greater purpose. we are looking forward to exploring the limitless possibilities that come with this new chapter and are proud to leave a timeless legacy.
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